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1. INTRODUCTION
In the Hilbert space H D L2Œ0;, we consider operator L generated by the dif-
ferential expression
l.y/D y 00Cq.x/y;
with the antiperiodic boundary conditions
y.0/D y./;y0.0/D y0./;
where q.x/ 2 C 2Œ0; is real function and satisfies the condition
q.0/D q./: (1.1)










where c0 D 12
R 





include j and nD 1;2; :::: Let L0 denote
the operator L with q.x/ 0. The eigenvalues of operator L0 are
n D .2n 1/2; nD 1;2; ::::









sin.2n 1/x;nD 1;2; :::: (1.2)
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where the symbol ”0” means that something in this sum is discarded to provide its
convergence. The sum in (1.3) is the main interest of this article.

















of the Stum-Liouvile operator
 y 00Cq.x/y D y;y0.0/D 0;y0./D 0; (1.4)
with q.x/ 2 C 1Œ0; was first studied by Gelfand and Levitan ([6]), where the n
are the eigenvalues of the operator in (1.4). Afterwards, trace formulas for different
differential operators are studied by several mathematicians(see [1–5,8,10–12,14,15]
and references therein).






was obtained for operator L with a real potential q.x/ 2 L2.0;/, by [10] and with
an arbitrary complex q.x/ 2 L2.0;/, by [15].The similar formula was obtained by
[12] for the operator L with operator function q.x/.
Trace formulas are used in inverse problems of spectral analysis of differential equa-
tions(see [14]) and for approximate calculation of the first eigenvalues of the related
operator [1, 4, 5, 7, 9, 14].




and R be the resolvents of the operator L0 and L, respectively. Then, for
any  2 .L/ and  2 .L0/ where .:/ is the resolvent set of an operator, R WH !
H and R0














Multiplying both sides of the above equality by 2=2i then integrating over the
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can be proved similarly as in Theorem 2 in [12].




















Œ.q 1n ; 
1


































2 1n ; 
1
n









































C  q 1n ; 2r  q 2r ; 1nC  q 2n ; 1r  q 1r ; 2nC  q 2n ; 2r  q 2r ; 2n	d:
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For convenience, let





































































































r  n qnr :
By using equations (1.2) and (2.6), we have




























































































4.2p 1 2j C i/ :
(2.11)
For any integers p and i , let
E D f.r;n/ W r;n 2N Ir  nD i In pIr > pg:



















2j  1C i ; .i  p/:
(2.12)
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D pC i2O.p 1/; .i  p/ (2.13)
is obtained.
Here O.p 1/ depends on p and i , and satisfies the inequality
jO.p 1/j< const:p 1:








Here O.p/ depends on p and i , and satisfies the inequality
jO.p/j< const:p:









































































































Since q.x/ satisfies the condition in equation (1.1), it can be shown that
j p˛j j  const:.p 1/; .j D 2;3/: (2.19)


























3. THE SECOND REGULARIZED TRACE FORMULA
In this section we obtain the second regularized trace formula for the operator L.








p D 0; N  6; (3.2)
are satisfied.
The inequalities
kqR0k1.H/ < C;kR0k< Cp 1;kRk< Cp 1; .jj D bp/ (3.3)
are true(see [12]). Here C > 0 is a constant. From (2.4) and (3.3), we have



































p D 0; .j  6/;
but we claim that it is also true for j D 3;4;5: Now let we prove the formula (3.1)














 ˚..q 1n ; 1r /Œ.q 1r ; 1k / 1k C .q 1r ; 2k / 2k 
C.q 1n ; 2r /Œ.q 2r ; 1k / 1k C .q 2r ; 2k / 2k ; 1n/
C ..q 2n ; 1r /Œ.q 1r ; 1k / 1k C .q 1r ; 2k / 2k 
















F.n;r;k/D .q 1n ; 1r /.q 1r ; 1k /.q 1k ; 1n/C .q 1n ; 1r /.q 1r ; 2k /.q 2k ; 1n/
C .q 1n ; 2r /.q 2r ; 1k /.q 1k ; 1n/C .q 1n ; 2r /.q 2r ; 2k /.q 2k ; 1n/
C .q 2n ; 1r /.q 1r ; 1k /.q 1k ; 2n/C .q 2n ; 1r /.q 1r ; 2k /.q 2k ; 2n/
C .q 2n ; 2r /.q 2r ; 1k /.q 1k ; 2n/C .q 2n ; 2r /.q 2r ; 2k /. 2k ; 2n/:







































































































.k  n/2Fi .n;n;k/; .i D 1;2/: (3.10)
From equation (3.6), we obtain
F1.n;r;k/D F1.n;k;r/; F1.n;n;k/D F1.n;k;k/:
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Hence, by using equations (3.5)-(3.15), we obtain
M 3p D 4A1p 4B1p  2C 1p C2Ap2C4Bp2 2Cp2: (3.16)
Let us find a formula for A1p.
Let
E1 D f.n;r;k/ W n;r;k 2N Ir  nD i Ik nD j In pIr;k > pg;



























































































.r  n/.k  n/F1.n;r;k/; (3.18)
then we write
A1p D A11p CA12p : (3.19)
By similar proof of (2.14), it can be shown thatX
n;r;k2E1
n












where O.1/ satisfies the condition
jO.1/j< const:
and depends on p;i and j . Moreover, if q.x/ has a continuous derivative of second














































Here o.1/ is an expression which satisfies the condition
lim
p!1o.1/D 0;
































then from (3.12) and (3.14), we have
B1p D B11p CB12p : (3.24)












where E2 is a set defined by
E2 D f.n;r;k/ W n;r;k 2N Ir  nD i Ik nD j In;r  pIk > pg
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for i < j  p. Moreover it can be shown thatX
n;r;k2E2
k






















































































From (3.16), (3.23) and (3.28), we obtain
M 3p D 4A12p  4B12p  2C 1p C2Ap2C4Bp2 2Cp2Co.1/: (3.29)








p D limp!1Ap2 D limp!1Bp2 D limp!1Cp2 D 0:
(3.30)
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Now, let us prove the expression given in (3.2). By employing (2.2) and (3.3), we
obtain




































p!1MpN D 0; N  6:
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The left hand-side of this equality is called the second regularized trace of the oper-
ator L. Thus we have proven the main result of this article given by the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. If q.x/ 2 C2Œ0; is a real function which satisfies the condition
(1.1), then the equality obtained in (3.31) holds for the second regularized trace of
the operator L.
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